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Best Laid Plans
We The Living

Hey there, I just found out about this band and I love them. I spent a while
trying to 
out these tabs, so i m aware they may not be perfect. If you have any comments
on changes 
PLEASE feel free to add them in the comments section. Your thoughts are
appreciated

Standard Tuning

Chords:    G#sus4   F#maj  G#maj   A#m
       E:    4        2      4      6
       A:    4        4      6      8
       D:    6        4      6      8
       G:    6        3      5      6
       B:    4        2      4      6
       e:    4        2      4      6

____________________________________________

Intro:

  G#sus4  F#maj  G#sus4

Verse:

  A#m  G#maj  F#maj  G#sus4

Chorus:

  G#maj  F#maj  G#sus4

____________________________________________

A#m         G#maj               F#maj
 If I have alarmed you, I didn t try

           G#sus4
I m tongue tied

A#m              G#maj         F#maj          G#sus4
 I ve got to be honest, I m terrified to fly blind

A#m              G#maj                 F#maj            G#sus4
 I tried to disarm you I played this part a thousand times

A#m              G#maj
The hunter s the hunted



          F#maj
I m terrified

          G#sus4  (Let this ring out)
I m open wide

                  G#maj                  F#maj
 The distance is spanned between you and I

                 G#sus4
 Can I see you tonight?

                     G#maj                 F#maj
 When the pen in our hands and our best laid plans

                         G#sus4
 Will stand alone on our side

I wanted to have this under control
The story told
You came and rewrote it opened the door I ve never known
You say that you hold them, the sands of time
You never lie
They pull like a current
I call to shore
There s no reply

The distance is spanned between you and I
Can I see you tonight?
When the pen in our hands and our best laid plans
Will stand alone on our side

And I never wanted anything like this before

The distance is spanned between you and I
Can I see you tonight?
When the pen in our hands and our best laid plans
Will stand alone on our side

The bridges that stand between you and I
Come over tonight
When the pen in our hands and our best laid plans
Will stand alone on our side

Of mice and men on our side
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